Do You Know These 10 Things About Google Glass?

If you haven’t heard of Google Glass till now, you must be living behind caves since long. Today,
it is the most popular of wearable gadget launched by Google Inc. It’s a fact that the gizmo is still
a toy of developers. But do you want to wait till it becomes a toy of millions and billions out
there? So, digging into it a bit earlier makes sense to me.
Here are 10 fundamental things you ought to know about this revolutionary eyewear gadget.
Kudos for the excellent hardware
It surprises me that how a Google Glass project team has bring in all advanced features into that
tiny yet powerful computer held in a lightweight eyewear. Some of its main features include WiFi, Bluetooth, GPS, camera, speakers, touchpad, microphone, and a gyroscope that has a sensor
for head motion. And I can’t miss that small screen, about the size of your finger, which is
capable of displaying all information you need right at your fingertips.
Voice Command
One of the most interesting features of the gadget is its voice input. It has an in-built
microphone integrated with Google Now that enable you perform various search on Google

directly using voice commands. To activate Google class, you simply need to say ‘Okay Glass,
and then you may send a question or a command. You can tilt up your head to do the same
thing. Not to be outdone, you can use voice command technology to take a photo and record a
video. There is a touchpad on the right side where you will find main menu and do a lot more.
Take Photos and Shoot Videos the easiest way
With Google Glass, you need not to carry camera to take photos of every moment you live.
Instead you simply need give a voice command - ‘Take a Photo’ – and the image is saved
automatically to the memory. The same holds true for videos as well. Videos can be recorded
with hands-free. This can turn up quite useful for sports, real life tutorials, etc.
Mobile Talk
Even if you are not at your desk, Google Glass will allow you to access a chat platform using the
available data connection. The glass can perform as a webcam and let you do all you are able to
do from your smartphone, notebook or desktop extremely easily and quickly.
Navigating is a fun!
Google Glass has built-in GPS chip, so you can access Google Maps and navigate quite easily.
You won’t need to look down in your phone again and again; this certainly makes a huge
difference if you are driving a vehicle, walking through a jam-packed street or hiking through a
rural area.
Let you mingle with the locals
What if you are at a place where you don’t understand the locals’ language? Well, Google glass
can help you translate language, convert currency, explore the history and culture of the region,
guide you through landscapes, search for a good hotel or apartment, and make you know about
the famous dishes and drinks – all this will help you mix and mingle with the locals.
Live Feed
Google glass will get you live feed from its software named ‘Google Now’ – it knows when you
step out of your home and can update for weather condition and traffic scenario. You can add
your interests into favorite category and then stay updated with the latest news. It will do
wonders, trust me!
Cross-platform compatibility
Google glass isn’t just limited to Android phones, but it will also work with the iPhones too. As
the gadget will need internet connectivity to make other features run.
Are you a fashion-conscious? Your needs too are addressed
The design of Google glass is quite sleek and stylish. According to a recent report, it will be soon
available in 5 different colors. And it’s lightweight too.
They are coming soon!
Though not everyone can afford to buy a pair of Google Glasses, the time is not too far when
many of us would be able to buy it at an affordable price.
Let’s wait for the release of this most-awaited eyewear by Google.

